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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 
INDIA 

CIVIL APPELLATE JURISDICTION 
CIVIL APPEAL NO. 11158 OF 2017 
(Arising out of Special Leave Petition (Civil) No. 20184 of 2017) 

Amardeep SinghAppellant 
Versus 

Harveen KaurRespondent 
Judgement 

 

Simrandeep Kour* 
 

 
ADARSH KUMAR GOEL, J 

The question that arose in the court for consideration in this appeal was whether the minimum 
period of six months specified under section 13B(2) of the Hindu Marriage Act,1955(the Act) for an 
action for passing order of divorce on the basis of mutual consent was compulsory or could be relaxed in 
any rare situations. 

Factual data giving rise to this appeal was that marriage between the parties took 
place on 16th January,1994 at Delhi. Two children were born in 1995 and 2003 
respectively. Since 2008, the parties were living separately. Disputes between the parties 
gave rise to civil and criminal proceedings. Finally on 28thApril, 2017 a settlement was 
arrived at to resolve all the disputes and seek divorce by mutual consent. The respondent 
wife was to be given permanent alimony of Rs. 2.75crores. Accordingly HMA No. 1059 
of 2017was filed before the Family Court (West), Tis Hazari Court, New Delhi and on 
8th May,2017 statements of the parties were recorded. The Appellant husband also 
handed over two cheques of Rs.50,00,000/-, which had been duly honoured, towards 
part payment of permanent alimony. Custody of the children was with the appellant. 
They had sought for the giving up of six months as any delay will further affect the 
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chances of their resettlement. The parties had moved to Supreme Court as only this 
Court can relax the six months period. 

The text of Section 13B(2)says that any couple applying for divorce in the district 
court is directed to fully negotiate for further six months and come with a final 
conclusion so that they do not regret their decision later. However, Supreme Court has 
the power to end the marriage by accepting the waiver of six months and it is the only 
court that has this power. 

Supreme Court found that power under Article 142 had been used in the 
litigations where marriage was found to be totally unworkable, beyond rescue and broken 
down fully. This power was also used to put settlement to all cases and to save the 
parties from further suffering. This opinion was repeated in Poonam Vs Summit Tanwar. 

In Neeti MalviyaVs Rakesh Malviya, this Court noticed that there was conflict of 
decisions in Manish Goel Vs Rohini Goel and Anjana Kishore Vs Puneet Kishore. The 
matter was submitted to bench of three Judges. However, since the matter became 
unfruitful on account of grant of divorce in the meanwhile. 

Without any reference to the judgment in Manish GoelVs Rohini Goel power 
under Article 142 of the Constitution was used by this Court in number of cases even 
after the said judgement. 

In Anjana Kishore Vs Puneet Kishore, this Court was dealing with a transfer 
petition and the parties reached a quietus. This Court gave up the six months period 
under Article 142 in the facts and events of the case. In Amit Kumar Jain Vs Maya Jain, 
one of the parties withdrew the consent. This Court held that marriage had fully broken 
and though the civil courts and the high court could not use power contrary to the legal 
provisions, this Court under Article 142 could use such power in the interests of justice 

Accordingly the order for divorce was granted. 
After considering the above decisions, the Court was of the opinion, that since 

Manish GoelVs Rohini Goel holds the field, in absence of contrary decisions by the 
larger Bench, power under Article 142 of the Constitution cannot be used contrary to the 
legal provisions, especially when no proceedings are pending before this Court and this 
Court is approached only for the giving up of the written law. 

However, Court found that the question whether Section 13B(2) is to be read as 
compulsory or discretionary needs to be gone into. 

Accordingly, order dated 18th August,2017, the Court passed the following 
order:- 

Hearing of this case will be 23rd August, 2017 to consider the question whether 
provision of Section 13B of the Hindu Marriage, Act,1955 laying down waiver of period 
of six months is a compulsory need or it is open to the Family Court to give up the same 
having regard to the interest of justice in an individual case. 
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Mr. K.V.Vishwanathan, senior counsel was appointed as assistant to assist the 
Court. Assistant submitted that waiting period written under Section 13B(2) of the Actis 
discretionary and can be given up by the Court where proceedings are pending, in 
exceptional situations. This opinion was supported by judgments of the Andhra Pradesh 
High Court in K.Omprakash Vs K.Nalini, Karnataka High Court in Roopa Reddy Vs 
Prabhakar Reddy, Delhi High Court in DhanjitVadra Vs Smt. Been Vadra and Madhya 
Pradesh High Court in Dinesh Kumar Shukla Vs Smt. Neeta. Opposing view was taken 
by Kerala High Court in M. Krishna Preetha Vs Dr. Jayan. 

The Court gave due consideration to the issue involved. Under the traditional 
Hindu Law, marriage is a sacrament and cannot be ended by consent. The act permitted 
the Court to end the marriage on legal grounds. By way of amendment in the year 1976, 
the concept of divorce by mutual consent was introduced. The amendment was inspired 
by the thought that forcible prolonging of status of matrimony between unwilling 
partners did not serve any purpose. The aim of the waiver was to safeguard against a 
hurried decision if there was otherwise possibility of differences being re-established. The 
aim was not to prolong an aimless marriage or to perpetuate the pain of the parties when 
there was no possibility of re-establishment. The Courts decision was appropriate as both 
the parties were living separately for more than eight years and they were pretty surethat 
they want divorce immediately. They were in continuous pain due to each other. This 
decision changed the previous law. According to previous law extra six months period 
for negotiation to both the parties was compulsory but after this case was filed it 
amended the law and six months period became discretionary. The reasoning given by 
Court in the previous litigations was consistent with the present litigation. In all the 
above cases the marriage had fully broken down and there was no chance of re-
establishment. So the parties were granted divorce. The present law is the result of the 
amendment done by the above case. The Court sufficiently explained its reasoning as 
since there was no chance of re-establishment and any delay will affect the chances of 
their restoration. The court interpreted Section 13B(2) (Hindu Marriage Act,1955), as the 
parties applying for divorce have to further negotiate for six months. After amendment 
the six months waiting period became discretionary. The Court considered all the issues 
as it properly heard the grievances of both the parties and then gave the judgement. The 
policy implications of this decision are that now the parties will not have to wait for 
further six months in getting divorce from each other. There suffering will be for a 
shorter time as compared to those parties when the law was not amended and less time 
will be wasted. 

This is a landmark case as it amended alas and made it easier for the appellants 
coming ahead to get divorce. 
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              Poonam Vs Summit Tanwar(Supreme Court 2010) 
              Neeti Malviya Vs Rakesh Malviya (Supreme Court 2010) 
Manish Goel Vs Rohini Goel (Supreme Court 2010) 

           Any information needed about the above three cases cited in 20th Bluebook 
Format can be obtained through Google. 

 
 


